
Gov4Git
Deploy, manage and collaborate



Deploy to your community
For maintainers



Pick any GitHub project that you want to govern with Gov4Git

We will use this 
sample project 

repository



Install and run the Gov4Git desktop app

The app will invite 
you to authenticate 

with GitHub.

You can then 
deploy Gov4Git to 
your community 
with one click.



Manage your community
For maintainers



Maintainers issue credits to members

❶ Create a new issue 
on GitHub

❷ Place the directive 
in the description

❸ Label the issue as 
“gov4git:directive” 



Gov4Git keeps you informed in the comments

When the Gov4Git 
bot processes your 
directive, it will give 
you a confirmation 

and close the issue.



The desktop app keeps in sync with your community

Your balance is 
reflected in the 
desktop app, as 

well.



Collaborate on your project
For collaborators and maintainers



Prioritize issues



Collaborators create project issues freely

Maintainers label 
issues as 

“gov4git:managed” to 
manage them with 

Gov4Git.

Any collaborator can 
create a new project 

issue



Gov4Git reports the priority and bounty for each issue

Which management 
protocol is being 

used?

What is the priority of 
the issue and the 

bounty for resolving it?

Gov4Git keeps you 
informed in the 

comments



Collaborators can vote on managed issues

Collaborators can vote 
(up or down) on issues 

in the desktop app, 
multiple times, as long 
as the issue is open.



Decide on PRs



Collaborators can freely submit PRs that claim to address issue(s)

To claim an issue, the 
PR description must 

include the statement:
“claims ISSUE_URL”

Maintainers label PRs as 
“gov4git:managed” to 

manage them with Gov4Git.

Collaborators submit 
PRs freely.



Reviewers can vote whether to approve a PR

Collaborators reviewing 
the PR can vote whether 

to approve it.



Maintainers have the final say to accept or reject a PR

Maintainers accept a PR 
by merging it.

Maintainers can reject a 
PR by closing it 

(unmerged).



Accepted PRs reward the contributor and the reviewers

Reward distributions are 
reported in the 

comments.

Awards, penalties, and 
refunds depend on the 
specific management 

protocol in use.



Merged PRs close claimed issue(s) and reward participants

Merged PRs will close 
the issues they resolve, 
and distribute rewards, 
penalties, and refunds 

to participants. Awards, penalties, and 
refunds depend on the 
specific management 

protocol in use.


